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1. INTRODUCTION
Dear Customer,
Thank you for purchasing our DRAGO Gold head.
Before starting the machine and begin gathering, please read each section of this manual for correct use of
the machine, to preserve the quality of the equipment and especially to protect the safety of personnel.
This manual contains the description of the operation and the instructions needed to properly perform the
main operations of use, routine and periodic maintenance of the Machine.
For practicality and consultation purposes this manual is divided into easily identifiable chapters.
The instructions contained are intended for use by a professional operator who must have specific knowledge
of how to use the machine and must be authorised, instructed and appropriately trained.
The left and right side of the machine are intended as seen from the driving position of the combine
harvester.
The warranty is provided by OLIMAC SRL as a support program for customers who operate and maintain the
sunflower head as indicated in this manual. The warranty will be extended to components recognised as
faulty during the entire harvesting season referring to the year of purchase. If the components of the machine
were modified, beyond the company specifications, without prior authorisation from OLIMAC SRL, the
warranty will become void. The use of spare parts and lubricants not authorised by OLIMAC SRL will invalidate
the warranty.
Report the identification data of the machine in the section below; you will need it when it becomes
necessary to order spare parts or to submit a warranty request.
Model:________________________________
Serial number:__________________________
Type of combine harvester:________________
Date of purchase:________________________

This date is the ownership of OLIMAC SRL. All uses and/or reproductions not specifically authorised by
OLIMAC SRL are prohibited. All information, illustrations and specifications contained in this manual are
based on the latest information available at the time of publication. OLIMAC SRL reserves the right to make
changes at any time without prior notification.

ATTENTION!!! This manual is an integral part of your
equipment and should be kept with it also in the event of resale as a basic aspect of the operators'
training.
It is important to read this manual carefully to learn how to operate correctly and to ensure complete safety
for yourself and for other persons.
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2. SAFETY
Assuming that the equipment called "DRAGO Gold" has characteristics that imply a considerable degree of
danger, given the nature of the gathering system, the operator and any persons who will be within range of
the equipment must take the precautions outlined in this manual and those included in the combine
harvester operator's manual into extreme consideration.

Before working with the sunflower head, read this manual, the manual of the cardan shafts supplied with
the machine and the operator's manual of the combine harvester carefully and accurately.
Through this manual you will be able to acquire all the information regarding the general
characteristics of the equipment, essential for the training of personnel to ensure safe use.
Important: pay attention to the decals placed visibly on the equipment, that identify the dangerous
elements and behaviours, recommended for your safety (Danger ‐ Attention‐ Warning) followed
by specific instructions. These precautions are intended to achieve protection of the personal
safety of the operator and of those persons working with them. Before use it is mandatory to read
and assimilate the contents.

Depending on the activities to be performed with the machine, use the appropriate PPE; in particular it is
advisable to use:
P.P.E.
Safety footwear
Gloves
Goggles
Helmet
Ear protectors
Suitable clothing, not loose or
with free parts that could be
caught up/dragged by the
moving parts of the machine.

WHEN
Always
Always
For maintenance, adjustment and lubrication
During handling operations, for unloading and during any
activities that require positioning below the machine.
During operation of the machine
Always

Keep the safety signs applied on the head efficient. Replace any lost or damaged ones. Make sure the new
components on the equipment and the spare parts include the safety decals available from your OLIMAC
dealer.
Learn to use the machine and the controls properly.
Do not allow anyone to operate without being specially informed, trained and instructed in the use of the
sunflower head.
Keep your equipment in efficient working conditions. Unauthorised modifications to it can weaken its
functions and/or safety as well as negatively impacting on its efficiency.
If unsure or without clarity on the operating procedures set out in this manual, for any type of assistance and
before taking any action, do not hesitate to contact your OLIMAC dealer.
Rev. 00
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Keep the sunflower head in good working condition. Unauthorised modifications may damage the safety
functions and affect the life/warranty of the machine.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS IN THIS MANUAL
COULD CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE SAFETY OF PERSONS

AVOID ENTANGLEMENTS:
To avoid "entanglements":
- No activity or operation must be performed with personnel near the head when it is
operating.
-

Personnel must not wear unsuitable clothing such as belts or loose or
fluttering fabric parts.

-

It is absolutely forbidden to try to intervene with makeshift items during the
normal operation of the machine or to resolve anomalies present.

-

Any operation, including unscrewing of the head, must be carried out with
the machine stopped and disconnected as described in the following chapters.

Failure to comply with the above indications could be fatal, as the gathering system is aggressive.
In case of entanglement proceed as follows:
- Secure the machine by removing and disconnecting all sources of energy;
-

Rev. 00

Depending on the case, proceed with dismantling and removal of the parts that create entrapment
or manually actuate rotation of the moving parts in the opposite direction, making sure in advance
that no further damage occurs.
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UNDERSTAND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SIGNL

Throughout the manual and in the decals on the sunflower head, you will find precautionary instructions,
which include the following warning symbols.
The Danger and Warning signs are located near areas that may involve specific risks.
General precautions are listed on the Attention signs.

This is a safety alert sign. When you see this symbol on your machine or in this manual, pay attention to
potential physical damage.

This is a sign that identifies important information. It draws your attention to important safety or regulatory
procedures.
Follow the recommended precautions and safe operation practices.
DANGER indicates an immediate dangerous situation which, if not avoided, could result in serious injury or
death. The colour associated with danger is red.
WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious
injury. The colour associated with the warning is orange.
CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate
injury. It can also be used to alert in case of unsafe practices. The colour associated with caution is yellow.
Failure to comply with the Danger, Warning and Caution instructions could result in serious injury or
death.
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PRECAUTIONS FOR USER SAFETY

Before working with this head, read carefully, understand and assimilate the contents of this manual, as well
as that of your combine harvester. Share this information with those persons who work with/for
you.
1. Before starting the sunflower head, check the traffic safety regulations.
2. Make sure that all persons remain at a distance from the combine harvester before
starting the engine.
3. Pay attention to all local safety regulations in addition to the recommendations already prescribed
in this manual.
4. Before starting work, become familiar with all the devices and their functions.
5. The combine harvester should always have sufficient weight on the rear axle to ensure safe use. For
adequate stability, in certain conditions, more weight may be required on the rear axle. Go to section
6 for sunflower head weights and refer to the combine harvester manual for the necessary ballast.
For any sunflower head not listed in section 6, contact OLIMAC SRL.
6. Pay attention to the load permitted on the axle and the total weights.
7. The head mounted influences speed, steering and brakes; respect the steering and braking
capacity.
8. Keep all guards and safety protections in their correct position. Failure to do so could result in serious
injury or death.
9. While working on the sunflower head or combine harvester, wear tight‐fitting garments that do not
provide grip for moving parts. Wear safety shoes and gloves when handling blades or parts with sharp
edges.
10. ATTENTION ‐ Before carrying out any work on the machine, carry out the safety operations
described in the following chapters.

Avoid contact with rotating components
Pay attention to the moving head. The mobile parts of the sunflower head cannot be
completely protected with guards. When using the machine always maintain a safe distance
from moving parts.

Do not insert material into the machine using your hands.
To avoid becoming caught up, do not use your hands to insert material into the head and do not attempt to
free or block the moving machine. Carry out these operations only when the machine is turned off and the
cardan shafts are disengaged. The clutch system on the auger and gathering chains halts any movement
when there is a peak in the load preventing the mechanical components from overloading. As soon as the
obstruction has been removed, the machine starts working again. If the head is fitted with a stalk chopper,
in the event of an overload due to an obstruction, the oil is deviated towards the drain connected to the head
instead of flowing towards the engine outlet, thus halting the movement of the engine. As soon as the
obstruction has been removed, the hydraulic engine starts up again. Gathering chains come into contact with
the plant and collect the material much faster than you are able to release the grip on the material itself.

Prevent hearing loss
Rev. 00
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Prolonged exposure to loud noises can cause problems or loss of hearing.
The sunflower head cannot be used without attachment to a combine harvester; this operating
condition causes the noise to which the user is exposed to be produced more by the combine
harvester than by the sunflower head itself.
The nature of the machine and its operating principle, however, involve the presence of a significant level of
noise. Actual exposure will vary according to the combine harvester and conditions of use.
Without prejudice to the obligation of the user to verify the actual exposure of the worker in the relevant
conditions of use, OLIMAC recommends the use of suitable protections such as headphones or ear plugs to
protect against exposure to noise.

2.3

PRECAUTIONS FOR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

DANGER MOVING PARTS
Gathering chains of the sunflower head, as well as cutting disks, augers and other moving parts cannot be
completely protected to avoid compromising the functionality of the sunflower head.
Always keep a safe distance from these moving parts during their operation.
Before performing any repair or maintenance on the combine harvester or cylinder head:
1. Place the sunflower head on the ground on a stable surface or raise the head completely and lower
the duct safety stop supports.
2. Apply the parking brake.
3. Turn off the combine harvester and remove the engine ignition key.
4. Disengage the cardan shafts.
5. Hang a "do not operate" sign in the operator's cab.
6. If the sunflower head becomes obstructed, stop the combine harvester and engine before removing
the obstruction. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.

Before performing any lubrication operation, adjust on the combine harvester or on the head:
1. Place the head on the ground on a stable surface or raise the head completely and lower the duct
safety stop supports.
2. Activate the parking brake.
3. Turn off the combine harvester and remove the engine ignition key.
4. Disengage the cardan shafts.
5. Hang a "do not operate" sign in the operator's cab.

Avoid contact with highly pressurised fluids
Rev. 00
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Spurts from high‐pressure nozzles can penetrate skin and cause serious injuries.
Store these spurt devices to prevent contact with your hands or body.
In the event of an accident, seek medical advice immediately.

1. Place the head on the ground on a stable surface or raise the head completely and lower the duct
safety stop supports.
2. Always release all hydraulic pressure and wait until the system has cooled down to ambient
temperature before working on the machinery. Otherwise serious injury may occur.
3. At least once during the season inspect all the hydraulic pipes to check for cracks or damage. If these
tubes show signs of wear or damage, replace them immediately.
4. In order to check for leaks use a piece of cardboard; never use your hands. If an accident occurs,
immediately contact a doctor who is familiar with this type of injury . Any injury of this type should
be treated surgically within a very few hours, otherwise gangrene could occur. Turn off the combine
harvester and remove the engine ignition key. Disengage the cardan shafts.

Before welding or heating any surface of the machine, remove the paint to
avoid the production of toxic fumes and dust.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Before welding, disconnect all the batteries.
Work only in well‐ventilated areas.
Remove the paint around the area affected by overheating.
If you need to sand or grind, avoid breathing dust by using suitable vacuum cleaners and/or
respiratory protection.
If you use solvents or paint strippers, remove the solvents with water and soap before welding. Never
use chlorinated detergents before welding.
Remove all sprays, combustible fluids and any other flammable material from the work area.
Let the smoke disperse for at least 15 minutes before welding or heating.
When using flames, keep all hydraulic lines and tanks away from the work area.
Otherwise the pressurised fluids could ignite.
Place varnishes and solvents in special places and in safety.

Flames can be generated by overheating areas near pipes with pressurised fluids resulting in severe burns
for you and for those nearby.
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IMPORTANT: Use only original spare parts.
When ordering spare parts, indicate the type and serial number of your head.
Head identification::
The serial number of the head is shown on the identification plate on the upper right side of the frame. It is
advisable to communicate the data reported on it whenever it is necessary to place a spare parts order.
SERIAL NO.…………………………………………………………………………….…...
MT TYPE………………………………………………………………..…………………...
EQUIPMENT PURCHASE DATA…………………………………………………….

IMPROVEMENTS
OLIMAC SRL constantly seeks the improvement and development of its product.
OLIMAC SRL reserves the right to make changes, modifications and additions to its equipment without it
being necessary to also implement them on machines previously sold.
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3. SAFETY DECALS
The following decals have been placed on the sunflower head as indicated in the images on the following
pages. They are responsible for ensuring personal safety and for preventing dangerous work practices. Please
take this manual, walk around the head and write down the contents of the safety signs. Review the contents
with all the operators and employees together with instructions on correct use of the equipment.
Keep the decals clean and legible. If one or more of them become damaged or are missing, replace and
reposition them.
The signs (safety decals) express the levels of attention that must be maintained by the operator.
DANGER
It indicates a situation of possible immediate threat which if not avoided will result in death or serious injury.
The colour associated with DANGER is RED.
WARNING
It indicates a precise type of behaviour to avoid which could result in danger which, if not avoided, could lead
to death or serious bodily injury. The colour associated with WARNING is ORANGE.
CAUTION
It indicates a recommended behaviour which, if ignored, could result in a dangerous situation. It is also used
to alert against unsafe labour practices and use. The colour associated with CAUTION is YELLOW.

The safety decals shown below must be placed on your equipment in the area indicated for your personal
safety and for those working with you.
Take this manual, walk around the head and write down the contents of them.
Review the decals and instructions in this manual with your machine operator.
Keep the decals clean and legible. If relevant parts of them are missing, obtain a replacement one from your
OLIMAC dealer.
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THE DECALS ARE THE FOLLOWING:
DANGER ‐ Projections of foreign bodies.
Do not approach the moving machine.
Failure to do so could result in serious
injury or death.

1

2

WARNING ‐ Stop corn head drive and shut
off engine before unclogging rolls.
Rolls, gathering chains, disks or blades
move faster than you can release stalks.
Failure to comply may result in serious
injury or death.

DANGER ‐ Position the head on the ground
or lock the lifting cylinder before
operating under the machine.
Failure to do so could result in serious
injury or death.

3

4

5

Rev. 00

WARNING ‐ SLIPPERY SURFACE
Do not use this area as a step or platform.
Failure to do so could result in serious
injury or death.

WARNING ‐ SHIELD IS OPEN ‐ STAND
CLEAR
Replace or close shield before operating
machine.
Severe injury may result from contact with
moving parts.
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CE Marking
Contact OLIMAC if it is damaged or
missing.

6

European Conformity Mark

7
TOP ROTATION
For use on 30 degree rotation PTO shafts.

8

9

CHECK
Oil bath chain tension should be checked
after the first 20 hours of use and then
every 100 hours thereafter.

ATTENTION!!! it is absolutely forbidden to alter, tamper with or bypass the safety devices installed on
the machine.
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4. INTENDED USE
The machine is designed and intended for sunflower/sorghum harvesting following attachment to the
combine harvester.
The mechanical transmission and any hydraulic and electrical supplies derive from the combine harvester.
During use of the machine, the work station consists of the control unit of the combine harvester.

4.1

MACHINE OPERATING RANGE

Environmental (Tmax and min, etc.): machine intended to operate outdoors.
Minimum working temperature = ‐20°C
Maximum working temperature = 45°C
Maximum moisture content = 85%
Maximum storage temperature = 70°C
Minimum storage temperature = ‐ 20°C
Envisaged work: machine designed for sunflower/sorghum harvesting.

User: an adult person able to carry out activities related to use of the equipment by means of its operation
from the cab of the combine harvester, to perform the operations of coupling with/detachment from the
same and all the other basic operations related to use of the machine.
This operator must have read and understood this use and maintenance manual, must be trained and
instructed in the safe use of the machine for operations for which they are appointed.

Expert user:: a person with the user's qualifications and who in addition is able to perform all the operations
of lubrication, adjustment, transportation and handling on the machine.
This person must have read and understood this use and maintenance manual, must be trained and
instructed and have the appropriate experience for the safe use of the machine for all operations for which
they are appointed.

Maintenance technician: person with the qualifications of the expert user and who is also able to perform
all maintenance and replacement operations.
This person must have read and understood this use and maintenance manual, must be trained and
instructed and have the appropriate experience for the safe use of the machine for all operations for which
they are appointed.

Power supplies: equipment supply via

Rev. 00

‐

Connection of the cardan shafts to the driving force of the means on which it is intended to be
installed by the user.

‐

Connection of electrical socket for the powering of lights and of any electrical accessories present.
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MACHINE WORKING

Use of the sunflower head requires connection to the driving force by means of a cardan shaft. If there are
optional accessories such as side augers or stalk choppers, the electro‐hydraulic head block must be
connected to the one on the combine harvester. If an optional stalk chopper is fitted on machines up to nine
rows, the heat exchanger must be connected to the cigarette lighter in the cab using the special cable
supplied. The operator works from the cab of the vehicle to which the machine is coupled and from which
they can (and must) carry out all the necessary commands for the function provided by the equipment. No
other users are required or needed in positions other than that of the cab described above.
Operation of the machine consists of "taking" the plant in the space left between the buffers of the two
gathering chains mounted on the groups. When the plant is in the middle of the path on the row assembly it
is cut by the disks located at the base of the group and transported towards the auger compartment, where
it joins the product flow from the other rows and is conveyed towards the feed duct of the combine harvester.
If there are optional stalk choppers, the device can be raised and lowered by operating the lift controls in the
cab. The stalk chopper linkage system keeps it at a fixed height decided by the user or, by fully extending the
lifting pistons, allows it to follow the contour of the ground, ensuring the plant is cut at the minimum height
from the root. The best cutting result is obtained with the stalk chopper on the ground, but we recommend
raising it slightly if there are medium or large stones present.
INTERACTIONS OF THE OPERATORS WITH THE MACHINE:
From its position on the combine harvester the operator is able to perform the following operations:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Speed setting (in the relevant models of combine harvester).
Starting and stopping of the mechanical transmission.
Head lifting/lowering.
Stalk chopper lifting/lowering (where present).
Side auger operation (if present)
Lighting kit ignition (where present).

The other operations performed by the operator are:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Rev. 00

Loading/unloading of equipment.
Lubrication.
Adjustment.
Maintenance.
Cleaning.
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5. CONTRAINDICATIONS FOR USE
The machine must not be used:
1. For operations other than those described in chapter 4.
2. In environments with a potentially explosive atmosphere.
3. By uninformed, non‐trained and non‐instructed personnel.
4. With guards and safety devices excluded, removed or tampered with.
5. With electric bridges and/or other means that exclude users/parts of the machine itself.
6. For work other than that indicated in this manual.
7. Under working conditions other than those provided for and authorised by the manufacturer.
8. By connecting to the sunflower head power devices other than those provided for and authorised by
the manufacturer.
9. In terms and conditions other than as stated in this manual.

It is forbidden to:
10. Walk over the equipment.
11. Make any adjustments, lubricate or perform maintenance work without having first
secured the machine as described in this manual.
12. Wear inadequate clothing with loose and/or dangling parts.
13. Operate the machine in the presence of people in the vicinity of the machine.

Failure to follow the instructions for use provided in this manual could result in serious
damage to property or persons.
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6. SUNFLOWER HEAD SPECIFICATIONS
Important: all weights and widths shown in the table below are approximate and will change
according to the optional elements that will be added to the sunflower head.
MODELLO
DG‐6FS
DG‐6FN
DG‐8FS
DG‐8FS
DG‐8FS
DG‐8FN
DG‐10FS
DG‐10FS
DG‐11FL
DG‐12FS
DG‐12FS
DG‐12FS
DG‐12FS
DG‐12FN
DG‐16FS
DG‐16FS
DG‐16FS
DG‐16FS
DG‐16FN
DG‐18FS
DG‐18FS

Rev. 00

NR.
FILE
6
6
8
8
8
8
10
10
11
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
16
16
16
18
18

INTERFILA
70
75 – 76
55,8
600
70
75 ‐ 76
600
70
1000
50,8
55,8
600
70
75 ‐ 76
50,8
55,8
60
70
75 – 76
50,8
55,8

PESO
NO TRINCIA (Kg)
1920
1940
2160
2200
2440
2460
2910
2950
3240
3370
3390
3420
3450
3470
4640
4660
4680
4720
4740
5280
5300

Original instructions

TRINCIA (Kg)
2445
2473
2970
3005
3042
3074
3360
3697
3990
4155
4185
4230
4275
4346
5614
5644
5674
5848
5888
6324
6354

LARGHEZZA TRASPORTO
(m)
4,40
4,70
4,66
5,13
5,80
6,22
6,33
7,20
10,93
6,49
7,04
7,53
8,60
9,29
8,55
9,30
9,93
11,43
12,33
9,56
10,41
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SCREW TWISTING MOMENT

SCREW DIAMETER (INCHES)
1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4

LBFT
10
20
35
56
85
123
170
302
14
28
49
79
121
174
240
426

SCREW DIAMETER (MM)
4
5
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
8
10
12
14
16

LBFT
2.6
5.2
8.7
21.3
42.3
74
117
183
250
350
475
30.5
60.3
105
168
261
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SAE
NM
13
27
47
76
116
167
231
410
18
38
67
107
164
236
326
578
METRIC
NM
3.5
7.0
11.8
28.8
57.3
100
159
248
330
475
650
41.3
81.8
143
227
354
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7. SUPPLY FIRST MACHINE SETTING
Danger: During the operations described below, wear the appropriate PPE: helmet, gloves and
safety shoes.

7.1

SUPPLY

The OLIMAC sunflower head is equipped with fixed supports applied on the underside of the frame. For
space‐related reasons, the head can be equipped with a stand (A) allowing the storage of the equipment in
an upright position and facilitating easy access to adjustments and lubrications to be performed on the head.
Be very careful when unloading or lifting the head from its stand. The stand should only be used by the dealer
and is not intended for normal storage of the machine by the customer. All combine transmission parts/PTO
shafts must already be installed or supported on the central auger of the head. The most bulky bodies must
be placed in the auger compartment or in the stand compartment, or fixed to the machine in the shipping
position. The bulkiest devices must be placed in the stand compartment, under the machine on the sides of
the stand or fixed to the machine in shipping position.

A

Each head provided must be appropriate to the model of combine harvester in use; the specifications are
mentioned in the delivery note accompanying the head. All drive parts and cardan shafts of the combine
harvester are packed separately and included in the delivery, as are the bulkiest devices. In general, the head
is supplied with the following components, in order, to be installed:
G H I

J K L

A B

M
N
C E F
D E F

1.
2.
3.
4.
Rev. 00

Bulkhead kit (A) with relative fixings (B)
Standard raised panels or with optional side augers (C, D), with the relevant fastenings (E, F)
Raised panel joint corner kit (G, H) with relevant fastenings (I, J, K, L)
Side points (M, N)
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If the machine is supplied with optional stalk choppers, in addition to those indicated, the following
components are also supplied for installation:

F G H
D K L
M N O P
D J

D E

A B C

1.
2.
3.
4.

7.2

Lifting lever kit (E) with relevant fastenings (D)
Stalk chopper with relevant pins (F), fastenings (G) and dampers (H)
Exchanger kit and tank (J) with relevant fastenings (D)
Transmission kit (K) with relevant fastenings (D)

HEAD SETTING
Danger: During the operations described below, wear the appropriate PPE: helmet, gloves and
safety shoes.

Remove the components to be installed from the relative compartments and turn the sunflower head into
the working position. Remove the stand as instructed in chapter 8.1.
Assembly of bulkhead kit
Remove the bolts (B) mounted on the upper tube of the frame, place the
bulkhead kit (A) on the tube and secure it with the same bolts (B) in the
corresponding holes. The vertical brackets must be with the front surface
coplanar to the front of the tube.

Raised side mounting
Before carrying out this assembly it is preferable, for the operator's
convenience, to attach the head to the combine harvester and lift it as
indicated in chapter 8.5.
Remove the screws (F) and washers (E) on the lower bracket of the upper side
(C). Lay the raised side on the bonnet to match the front edge with the outer
surface of the bonnet and make sure that the rear side does not protrude from
the outer surface of the transmission box. Fix the upper part to the bonnet via
the elements E, F.

A

B

C

E
F
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Side auger assembly (optional)
Remove the screws (F) and washers (E) on the lower bracket of the raised side
of the auger (C). Lay the raised side on the bonnet to match the front edge
with the outer surface of the bonnet and make sure that the rear side does
not protrude from the outer surface of the transmission box. Fix the upper
part to the bonnet via the elements E, F.
Connect the hoses to the corresponding rigid pipes on the head, taking care
to attach them by following the coloured tape indicators.

C

E
F

Corner joint assembly
Remove the screws (I) from the raised side and the screws, nuts and washers
(J, K, L) from the corner joint kit (G). Position the corner joint (G) and secure it
using the fastenings that have been removed.

Assembly of lateral points
Loosen the bolts that secure the hinge brackets
(O) on the bonnet and move them outwardly.
Insert the lateral point (N) into position aligning
the fulcra on the point with the bonnet hinges.
Move the hinges back to secure the point, and
then tighten the bolts that secure the hinges to
the bonnet.

J

I

K

G

L

O
N

7.3 OPTIONAL STALK CHOPPER SETTINGS
Danger: During the operations described below, wear the appropriate PPE: helmet, gloves and
safety shoes.
The operations described below are intended to follow on from those described in chapter Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata..
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Positioning the head on the stalk chopper stands
Position the sunflower head on the stalk chopper stands (A) and fix
them with the nuts and bolts supplied (B, C) to the head slides.

B
A
C

Lifting lever kit assembly
Position the lifting lever kit (E) on the rear ribbing of the head frame, in
line with the oil inlet/return pipes. Fasten the brackets to the sunflower
head using the screws (D). It is advisable to temporarily remove the
upper pin of the hydraulic cylinder to make it easier to position the part
when fastening the bracket to the machine frame.

E

D

Stalk chopper frame assembly
Detach and position the stalk chopper frame in line with the lever
eyelets. Follow the instructions in chapter Errore. L'origine riferimento
non è stata trovata. for lifting and handling operations. Attach the
levers to the frame by inserting the pins in the positions indicated (G)
and secure them with the Seeger rings supplied (F). Attach the two ends
of the damper spring (H) to the slots on the pin welded to the front
curved lever.

G
F

H

Transmission assembly
Remove the nuts (D) mounted on the frame ribbing, position the
transmission kit (K) on the ribbing and secure it with these nuts (D) in
the corresponding holes.

F G

K

D
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Exchanger and tank assembly
Fasten the exchanger unit and tank (J) to the frame ribbing where nuts
(D) are already present, maintaining the same position.

D
J

Oil level alarm system connection
Connect the cable (I) to the vehicular outlet positioned inside the cab of the combine harvester.
The acoustic signal will sound when the oil level lowers, top up the tank immediately.

I

Lifting cylinder tube connection.

Rev. 00
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DX

SX

Mulcher transmission line pipe connection (up to 9‐row frame).

Mulcher transmission line pipe connection (10 plus row frame).
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Oil filter pipe connection.

Pump displacement automatic regulation pipe connection.
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Oil tank and exchanger pipe connection.
N
P

M

O

The components are supplied already flushed and full of oil except for the tank (M) and exchanger (N). At
first start‐up, the tank (M) must be filled with oil supplied by ourselves through the filler cap (O). Remove the
Rev. 00
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filler cap (O), fill the tank (M) and start the machine at low speed. Keep the oil level (P) under control, given
that it will lower because the exchanger (N) needs to be filled, stop the machine and repeat the operation
until the level stabilises. With the tank (M) lying flat, the oil level (P) must be at the halfway point on the tank
indicator. Excessive quantities of oil will cause oil to leak out of the breather valve when the system reaches
working temperature.

8. TRANSPORTATION AND COUPLING OPERATIONS
Danger: During the operations described below, wear the appropriate PPE: helmet, gloves and
safety shoes. The operations outlined in this chapter are intended for the dealer. The stand and
lifting brackets should not be used for standard machine storage. Only use lifting devices that are
suitable for lifting and lowering the sunflower head. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.

8.1

USE OF THE STAND

Attach the machine with suitable ropes/chains through the two eyelets on the lifting brackets (C). If there
are more than two brackets, use the two which are symmetrically furthest apart.

C

D

A

Rev. 00
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Retract the lifting device until the machine is in working position, then remove the ropes/chains from the
lifting brackets (C) and attach them to the stand (A).
With the stand secured to the lifting device and all the ropes/chains slightly tensioned, remove the bolts (B)
that secure the stand (A) to the head.

B
A

Remove the stand, attach the machine to the combine harvester and raise it, then lock the combine harvester
lifting pistons and turn it off. Remove the lifting brackets (C, D) from under the head.
If you intend putting the machine back into the position in which it was delivered, follow the steps in reverse
order. Then lift the sunflower head, attaching it with the combine harvester using the special adapter before
blocking the lifting cylinders and switching off the combine harvester. Secure the brackets ( C, D) under the
central machine assembly, then remove the blocks to the combine harvester and lower the head to the
ground. Free the head by uncoupling the combine harvester.
Attach the stand (A) to a lifting device with ropes/chains and move it close to the sunflower head. The stand
should be slotted between the two support ribs on the centre of the machine as shown in the picture.
Once the stand (A) has been centred in the slots on the frame, tighten the 4 bolts (B) that will hold it in place.
Then attach the lifting brackets with suitable ropes/chains to the eyelets of the lifting brackets and rotate the
machine into the position in which it was supplied.
If the machine is fitted with stalk choppers, do not put it back in the shipping position as this would entail
first removing the stalk chopper and then following the steps in the reverse order indicated in the chapter
7.3.
Danger: Failure to secure the stand with the bolts could cause the head to fall during lifting and
transportation.

Before using the stand, check for any damage, impacts or deformations that could compromise
safety during use.
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LIFTING
Danger: Only use lifting units suitable for raising or lowering the sunflower head. Failure to do so
could result in serious injury or death.

All operations carried out with the aid of equipment such as mechanical lifts, cranes, forklifts or
slings must be performed by qualified personnel trained and instructed in this type of operation.
See Section 6 for weight specifications.

1

C

C
D

2

C

C
D

3

C

C

C

C

D
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Do not stand or walk under the sunflower head during the lifting/unloading process.
The equipment used to lift or unload the head must have a capacity greater than 25% with respect to the
weight of the head indicated on the metal plate located on the right side of the frame. Failure to follow these
safety instructions can result in serious injury or death.
To lift the head with a forklift truck:
Insert the forks into the appropriate slots on the stand referred to in the previous chapter, from the side
opposite the hoods. If the head is not equipped with a stand, it is strictly forbidden to lift it with the forklift
by simply inserting the forks under the equipment; danger of overturning.
Before lifting, check that the stand is correctly secured by means of the 4 bolts that hold it firm.
Danger: failure to secure the stand with the bolts could cause the sunflower head to fall during
lifting and transportation.

For lifting of the head with cables/chains:
Attach suitable chains or straps to the lifting brackets (C) as shown.
Pos.1: up to 8‐row frames.
Pos.2: with 10 to 12‐row frames.
Pos.3: with 16 to 18‐row frames.
Do not try to raise the head by using other attachment points.
Important: failure to comply with use of the supplied brackets could result in bending of the group
frames.

To lift the stalk chopper frame in the setting operations:
Identify the fulcra of the stalk chopper lifting levers (E), then identify the first boxed rib in the hydraulic motor
next to these fulcra (F). Attach suitable chains or belts to the lifting brackets (G) as indicated. Do not try to
lift the stalk chopper frame by using other attachment points.

G

E
F

F
E
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During execution of the handling activities:
‐ Check that any lifting operation is carried out by qualified, personnel trained and instructed to use lifting
equipment;
‐ Check that no‐one stops or passes beneath suspended loads or near them;
‐ Check that the handling personnel use suitable PPE (helmet, shoes and gloves);
‐ Check that anchoring takes place using the supports prepared for this purpose.
‐ Use ropes and/or slings suitable for the weight to be lifted and check their suitability before using them.

RISK OF CRUSHING AND THE FALLING OF SUSPENDED LOADS:
Adopt the precautions imposed by the applicable legislation and by the instructions given in this
manual.

8.3
Rev. 00

TRANSPORTATION BY TRUCK
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During transportation operations by truck, the sunflower head must stand on its supports or on a stand that
is suitable for vertical positioning.
It is the user's responsibility to ensure the stability of the equipment during all phases. For this purpose it is
mandatory to secure the machine with a cable, passing it through the appropriate hooking slots.
The use of a trailer for the transportation of sunflower heads with a width of more than 6 m is recommended.
Only use trailers with adequate load capacity with the correct configuration of the blocks for the head,
with sufficient lighting and anchoring seats to ensure the same. See Section 6 for weights and specifications
of sunflower heads.
1. Configure the blocks and the main beam on the trailer for correct positioning of the sunflower head.
The head slides should remain on the main beam.
2. Disconnect all the electrical and hydraulic connections.
3. Disconnect and store the transmission shafts.
4. Disconnect the coupling mechanisms.
5. Position the sunflower head on the trailer so that it does not overload any axle.
6. Lower the duct until it is released from the head.
7. Remove the combine from the head.

8.4

TRANSPORTATION WITH COMBINE HARVESTER
It is important to follow the instructions given in the combine harvester manual for correct tyre
configuration, specifications and inflation pressure.
Important: follow the local regulations concerning widths, lights and marking. The use of an
observer or a pilot vehicle is recommended on busy, narrow or hilly roads and when crossing
bridges.

Certain local laws prohibit the transportation and road circulation of the combine harvester with the head
connected.

Before travelling on roads, contact the local law enforcement authorities to ascertain if it is
permitted and under which conditions.

The use of a trailer for the transportation of sunflower heads with a width of more than 4 m is recommended.
If for transportation the head is connected to the combine harvester, unless otherwise specified by the
country of use, proceed as follows:
1. Make sure that the road signage devices, "signs ‐ lights", mounted on the head and combine
harvester, are efficient and that the reflective materials are clean and visible. Replace or repair any
damaged or worn parts.
2. Check and apply the legal provisions for road traffic. Unless otherwise provided by law, for
movements of the combine harvester with sunflower head, the support of a vehicle that precedes
movement of the vehicle is recommended in order to adequately warn of "the exceptional nature"
of the transportation. All authorisations for road use of the combine harvester where required by
national legislation will be acquired.
3. The speed of travel must be adapted to the objective situation of traffic and/or possible dangers,
however always respecting road traffic.
4. Avoid behaviours that may create obstructions or dangers for other vehicles, avoiding creating long
queues behind the vehicle.
Rev. 00
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5. No one must stand in the area surrounding the moving vehicles or when starting the engine during
head testing.
6. Keep children and strangers out of the reach of the machines.
7. Make sure the tank is empty. High speed while driving, with the combine harvester tank full, can
cause the tyres to break.
8. Close the tank and auger extensions (if provided).
9. Close and secure the discharge auger.
10. Turn on the combine harvester lights.
11. Activate the combine harvester brakes.
12. Raise the sunflower head into a position that in any case allows good visibility.
13. Drive at a speed that guarantees safety.

Danger: sunflower head attached to combine harvester influences speed, steering and brake
capacity ‐ observe the steering and braking capacity.
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ATTACHMENT/DETACHMENT SUNFLOWER HEAD
Danger: when connecting or disconnecting the head to certain types of combine harvester, it is
necessary to assume a position itself under the head. In this case, raise the entire combine
harvester duct and lower the duct safety stop supports before positioning under the header.
Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.

Important: before attaching the sunflower head to the combine harvester, check the efficiency
and capacity of all the elements that make up the main movement and lifting parts of the
equipment, in particular: the capacity of the tires, the braking system, the lifting hydraulic system
of the duct and the balancing of the masses to guarantee the efficiency of the steering system
located in the rear axle (20% of the total mass must be located in the rear axle).
To ensure stability during harvesting, use only sunflower heads of size and weight suitable for the combine
harvester in use. Refer to the combine harvester manual for details.
If there is a head with optional stalk choppers, the stalk chopper stands provided must be used to lower the
stalk chopper frame to the ground and make enough space to detach/attach the head. In this case, take care
not to lower the combine harvester duct too far which could collide with the stalk chopper frame or the
hydraulic devices.
DANGER:
All assembly and connection operations of the energy sources must always be carried out after the
machine has been secured by the following operations:
‐ Always switch off the engine.
‐

Adjust the parking brake.

‐

Remove the ignition key and operate the duct safety lock on the lifting cylinder.

‐

Hang a "USE PROHIBITED" sign in the operator's position on the combine harvester.

Failure to observe the safety lock activation can result in injury or death.

Attach the lower locks between the head and the adapter so that the machine is completely locked in the
adapter. Failure to comply with this warning could result in detachment and falling of the head.
Use PPE suitable for different operations.
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8.5.1 ATTACHMENT
Danger: during the coupling process, NO‐ONE must be standing between the combine harvester
and the head.
Danger: a weak or defective connection between the adapter and the combine harvester could
cause the sunflower head to detach rapidly. Failure to follow the instructions can result in
serious injury or death.
Before attaching the head to the combine harvester, check the efficiency of all the elements that make up
the main moving and lifting parts of the equipment.
1. Find a suitable, flat and solid surface away from other equipment.
2. Free the contact areas between the duct and the head from debris
and excess material in order to ensure good adhesion.
3. Check the adapter on the head ensuring that it is mounted correctly
and that no coupling element is missing or damaged.
4. Lower the duct so that the attachment is at the height of the top
beam of the head adapter.
5. Position the combine harvester so that the duct is centred with
respect to the head opening.
6. Advance the combine harvester until the duct faces the opening of
the head.
7. Slowly raise the duct until the head is completely raised off the
ground. If the upper beam of the head is not firmly hooked to the
duct, lower the duct until the head touches the ground and pull it
up again. This should correct any misalignment.
8. Raise the duct until the safety support (A) can be lowered to the
duct lift cylinder (B).
9. Once the duct safety support is in place, use the combine harvester
attachment mechanism to secure the combine harvester head.
10. Only after having ascertained that the lifting conditions can be carried out in complete safety is it
possible to proceed with insertion of the universal joints and with the hydraulic and electrical parts.
11. Install the universal joints (C) in the duct output shafts (D).
12. If there is an optional stalk chopper, remove the stalk chopper stands
(E) with the relevant fastenings (F, G) and operate the lifting control
to check that the frame can be lifted freely.
E
F
G

Always make sure that the cardan protections are present, intact and that the caps are
correctly closed.

Before lifting the head completely, make sure that the adapter is installed correctly.
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DETACHMENT

Danger: during the separation process, NO‐ONE must be standing between the combine
harvester and the head.
Always switch off the engine, adjust the parking brake, remove the ignition key, connected the
safety locks of the feeder duct onto the lifting cylinder before working under the head or the
duct. Failure to engage the safety locks can result in personal injury or death.

1. Find a suitable, flat and solid surface away from other equipment.
2. Lift the duct completely and activate the safety support (A) on the
safety lifting cylinder on the duct (B)
3. If there is an optional stalk chopper, assemble the stalk chopper
stands (E) securing them with the bolts (F, G) provided and
operate the stalk chopper lifting cylinder to lower it down to the
base of the stand.
4. Disconnect the cardan (C) from the duct input shafts (D).
5. Place the cardan on the storage supports.
6. Disconnect and store all electrical and hydraulic joints.
7. Disconnect the combine harvester attachment mechanism to
unload the sunflower head from the combine harvester.
8. Disengage the safety support (A) from the duct cylinder (B).
9. Lower the duct until the head touches the ground and the duct
adapter is at the height of the top beam of the head.
10. Remove the combine harvester from the head and raise the duct.

E
F
G

Important: if you are loading the sunflower head onto a conveyor, make sure that the attachment
flanges of the conveyor are in the correct position. See the related section for more details.
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ADDITIONAL CONNECTIONS OF THE SUNFLOWER HEAD

AUXILIARY HYDRAULICS
Some Drago Gold heads require additional hydraulic and electrical
elements to the combine harvester (A) to perform optional functions.
In this case, the head can be equipped with multiple plug blocks in
different configurations according to requirements.
A
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9. OPERATION OF THE MACHINE
In the field the sunflower head is positioned with the points between the rows of sunflower plants; the points
open and line up the row with the gathering system.
The harvesting chains firmly capture the plants in the compartments between the rubber pads and carry
them towards the cutting disks present under the groups. Once the position of the cutting disks has been
surpassed, the plant is separated from the root, but the grip of the pads ensures that it is transported to the
auger which conveys the product flows of the various rows towards the conveyor duct of the combine
harvester.
9.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
The gathering section of the Gold Dragon consists of 3 mechanisms that work together to lead, collect,
regroup and process the sunflower plant and flowers. This section of the manual gives an overall description
of each individual component and its function.
Row dividers
The row dividers (points (A) and hoods (B)) are the first part of the
sunflower head to come into contact with the crop. They have the task of
separating the sunflower rows, in addition to raising the plants lying down,
by directing the material towards the row groups.
B
A

Gathering chains
The gathering chains (C) assist the movement of the stubble towards the
rear of the row assembly, while its rubber components retain the upper
part of the stalks and the flowers, after the lower disks have separated the
stalks from the ground, conveying everything towards the auger.
C

D

Cutting disks
After the gathering chains have trapped the stalks between the rubber
pads, they meet the cutting disks (D) which, both rotating towards the
centre row, apply a scissor effect that cuts the stalks cleanly.

Optional stalk chopper
After the cutting disks have separated the upper part of the plant from
the lower part, the latter is cut and separated from the root by the stalk
chopper blades. The stalk chopper can be left just above ground level or
kept at the desired height. It can cut at a different height than the
working height of the gathering chains and disks. Operating the cylinder
(E) causes the lever (F) to rotate which then rests on the main lever and
raises or lowers the stalk chopper (G).
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Take care to limit the extension of the cutter lifting cylinders when working
with the head on the ground (H) to prevent the lever (E) from coming into
contact with the ground or the blades (F).
The stalk chopper can work by following the contour of the ground
(minimum cutting height) from a minimum height “H” of 0.15 m to a
maximum “I” of 1.5 m.
E

F

I

H
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INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT PROTECTIONS

The Drago Gold heads are equipped with individual protections on the main components to prevent damage
caused by possible foreign objects. The protection consists of a radial pin clutch installed inside the rotating
gears in sealed housings. These clutches do not require maintenance as long as they operate in an oil bath
environment. Furthermore, the frictions are already properly set by the parent company and cannot be
adjusted.
Gathering chains and cutting disks
Both the gathering chains on each row of the Gold Dragon have their own
radial pin clutch (B) inside the gears (A), which protects both the chain and
the disk connected to it. This allows each chain to work independently of
the other in case a foreign object is encountered. If one of the two chains
snaps, this brings the pads of the first one into contact with the pads of the
second one, thus also causing the latter to snap and restoring the phase
between the pads.

A

B

C

Auger
The hub that drives the auger (C) of the Gold Dragon has a radial pin clutch
(D) inside it. This allows the auger or augers (if with a double pull) to work
independently from the rest of the head

D

Shear bolt
The shear bolt (E) on the cardan has the task of protecting both the
components of the combine harvester (transmission shafts, belts, etc.) and
the transmission box of the head from power peaks on the machine due
to the sum of the loads and therefore not filtered by the individual
clutches. The shear bolt may vary depending on the cardan used. Refer to
the cardan's instruction booklet for possible replacement of the shear bolt.
Note: never install a bolt of larger or higher‐class than the existing one,
which could cause further damage to the components.

E

Since the optional stalk chopper is a device driven by a closed circuit hydraulic transmission, it does not
require any specific protection because in the event of overloads, the oil is drained into the tank. On request,
it can be supplied with a display screen to install in the cab to monitor the circuit temperature with an audible
warning if the temperature exceeds the threshold. However, even without this device, this condition results
in the loss of oil from the tank.
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POWER TRANSFER

Below is the flow of power present on Drago Gold:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Cardan (with shear bolt)
Transmission box
Auger
Service shafts/row groups

C
D
A
B
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If there is an optional stalk chopper, the additional power flow occurs via the:
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Cardan shaft
Hydraulic transmission
Pipes on lifting levers
Inlet pipe to the first hydraulic motor
Intermediate inlet pipes for hydraulic motors

G
E

F
H

I

Always check that the cardan protections are present, intact and that the counter‐caps
possibly have doors that are properly closed.
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10.BEFORE ENTERING THE FIELD
Always switch off the engine, adjust the parking brake, remove the key and attach the power supply safety
lock on the lift cylinder before working under the machine or under the duct.
Failure to attach the safety lock of the power supply can cause injury or death.

Checks to be performed before entering the field:
1) Check that all attachment parts between the combine harvester and the sunflower head and its
supports are NOT worn, damaged or corroded;
2) Verify that all safety guards are in place and that they are properly secured.
3) Clean the coupling parts;
4) Perform lubrication operations (see lubricants table);
5) Carry out the checks on the main machine (combine harvester‐forage harvester) required by the
manufacturer;
6) Check the tightness of nuts and bolts and the efficiency of the guards.
7) Make sure that the overall mass of the combine harvester is correctly distributed on the axles of the
operating machine.
8) Make sure that the combine harvester tires are properly inflated (see the combine harvester
manual).
After the head has been assembled and the checklist has been considered, the head is ready for use in the
field.

Important: When starting the head, make sure the combine harvester motor is running at low revs
to avoid damage to the sunflower head.

Danger: do not approach the sunflower head in motion. Keep a minimum distance of 30 meters
during operations; the presence of possible flying debris could cause serious injury or death.
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STARTING WORK IN THE FIELDS

Start the duct at a low speed to verify that the sunflower head functions as required. Operate the combine
harvester and proceed at low speed until you are familiar with the head. After making several sweeps, stop
the head and switch off the combine harvester.
After securing it, examine all the bearings to check for excessive heating. All bolts must be tightened and the
gathering chains must be tensioned.
Make all necessary adjustments. See Section 11.
Danger: switch off the combine harvester, activate the brake, remove the key and lower the
duct safety stop supports before approaching the head. Failure to do so could result in serious
injury or death.
Drive and operate carefully
Drive carefully to keep the sunflower head in rows. Never exceed the flow capacity of the sunflower head or
combine harvester. Excessive loading can cause breakage. Start at a low speed and gradually increase until
locating the correct working speed.
Listen in order to identify the presence of jerky movements, friction or unusual noises. The correct working
speed depends on the conditions of the crop and the knowledge and experience of the operator.
Important: combining the speed of the sunflower head with ground speed is very important for a
good harvest and to minimise losses. Ideally, in sunflower standing conditions, the chains should
slide slightly faster than the stalks that enter the row. For best results, the drive shaft of the
sunflower head should operate between 630 and 700 RPM. Note that this RPM range is not the duct speed.
For correct gear ratios and recommended duct speeds contact your authorised Drago Gold dealer.

In case of clogging of any of the gathering parts, the operator must follow these instructions:
‐ Reverse the direction of travel of the main machine and move it a few meters;
‐

Rotate the gathering elements in order to discharge the excess product;

‐

In case of manual intervention, the operator must place the machine on a flat surface, switch off the
engine, insert the emergency stop and put on gloves to intervene on the flooded elements.

In the event of mechanical faults, the cardan shaft must be removed before any repair work.

DANGER OF MOVING PARTS AND PROJECTION: Do not approach when the head is moving and keep a safe
distance (at least 30 meters) from the machine.
Attention to the projection of foreign bodies caused by rotating parts.
Only start the gathering operations having ascertained that there are no persons within the
range of the machine.
Failure to comply with this warning could result in injury or death.
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ADJUSTMENTS AND REPLACEMENTS
The operations described in this chapter can only be carried out by qualified, trained and
authorised personnel, in possession of suitable skills and with adequate experience.
Before starting any operation wear suitable PPE.
All interventions must be performed strictly after securing the machine as described in this
manual.

Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.

Basic adjustments of the sunflower head.
The gathering chains, augers and cutting disks, like the stalk chopper blades, cannot be completely protected,
due to the way they are constructed and work.
For this reason, during work, it is MANDATORY to keep a safe distance from these parts.
All the operations to be performed on the machine must be carried out with the utmost caution, with suitable
safety equipment and carefully following the safety rules described in this manual.
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Drago Gold

SUNFLOWER HEAD ANGLING
Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.

Important: the angle of the sunflower head must be between 11 ° and 13 ° in work. Failure to
adjust the head in this range may cause damage to the chains or cutting disks.
11.1.1

SUNFLOWER HEAD ANGLE ADJUSTMENT

1. Check that the tyre pressure is sufficient for the head being used. Read the combine harvester
manual for specific information or configurations.
2. Move the combine harvester onto a flat surface (E).
3. Attach the head completely to the combine harvester.
4. Rest the head on the ground.
5. Measure the angle of the groups by placing the protractor (D), included in the black box on the back
of the sunflower head, directly on the chain guides. The angle of the head should be between 11 and
13 degrees.
6. If the head does not have the correct angle, disconnect it and adjust the angle with one of the two
options listed below.
a. Rough adjustment: performed by loosening the screws connecting the attachment (B) to the
head frame (A) and moving it in one of the three positions.
b. Precise adjustment: performed by adjusting the angle of the duct (C) of the combine
harvester. See the combine harvester manual for the correct adjustment procedure.
7. Reconnect the sunflower head and check the angle again.
8. If the angle is not correct, repeat step 6.
9. If the angle is correct, adjust the slides of the head (F) by adjusting to the extent permitted by the
holes (G) to obtain, at 12 °, the slides parallel to the ground.
10. Once the previous adjustments have been completed, lift the head from the ground to obtain a
distance of approximately 4‐5 cm between the slides (F) and the ground (E), then adjust the points
through the adjustment elements until they touch the ground.

A

B

C

D
12°

E

F

G

11.1.2 COUPLING ADJUSTMENT
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Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the head, activate the duct safety stop
supports, the parking brake, switch off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.
The coupling/adapter (A) with respect to the frame (B) of the Gold Dragon is adjustable into three different
positions. Refer to the spare parts catalogue to verify the correspondences between the holes of the
attachment (C) and the frame of the head (D) to obtain the three angles available.
Due to the different configurations of the combine harvester this adjustment should only be used as a rough
modification. The final adjustment must be performed by adjusting the duct. See the combine harvester
manual.

D
C

A
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ADJUSTMENT OF GATHERING POINTS
Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.

Important: the working angle of the sunflower head must be set correctly before adjusting the
points. See Section 11.

11.2.1 POINT ADJUSTMENT
The head (A) must be adjusted with the points (B) that touch the ground (C) when the slides (E) are 4‐5 cm
(D) away from it. In this way, it is ensured that, under finned product conditions, travelling with the slides (E)
that touch the ground, the points (B) can still drop by the amount needed to compensate for head lifting due
to the movement of the slides over ground elevations or obstacles. At the same time, the points can rise in
front of obstacles due to the front end of the point that guarantees sliding of the point over the obstacle.

A

D

B

E

C

An excessively low setting of the point can result in the front end becoming stuck in the ground with damage
to the casing, while conversely too high an adjustment can be harmful in case of finned product as it does
not allow the point to fit under the product and to lift it to carry it to the gathering chains.
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CUTTING DISKS

Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.
11.3.1 DISK DISTANCE
The distance between the cutting edges (H) of the two cutting disks (A, B) is set by the factory to be in the
range 0 ‐ 0.5mm. Over time it may be the case that this distance needs to be adjusted to recover the wear of
the disks or to re‐establish the correct setting as a result of impacts suffered by the head or row group.
In this case remove the fixing (C, D) of the lower disk (A) to extract it from the pinion (E). This allows access
to the 0.2 mm (F) and 0.5 mm (G) spacers, included to allow adjustment. To change the distance between
the disks (H), act on the number of spacers mounted.

E
B

H
H

G
F

D
C

11.4

A

GATHERING CHAINS

Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.
11.4.1 TENSION OF GATHERING CHAINS/REPLACEMENT
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Tensioning of the gathering chains is determined by the longitudinal position of the semi‐strut (A) with
respect to the central bracket (C). The operations described below are intended after removal of the hoods.
B
G

E

J

N

F

L

D

A

H
I

K

K

C

O

Check the tension of the chains:
1. Check that the damper spring (K) is not at the end position (J), and if so proceed with tensioning.
Tension:
1. Check the chain tension as shown above.
2. Loosen the locknut (E) of the adjusting screw (F).
3. Loosen the semi‐strut fixing nuts (D).
4. Regulate the adjusting screw (F) to adjust the position (I) of the semi‐strut (A).
5. The distance (L) of the chain (B) must be in the range between 110‐115 mm near the tensioned
damper spring (K).
6. Secure the position of the adjusting screw (F) by tightening the lock nut (E).
7. Once the chain tension is correct, tighten the securing nuts (D).
8. Check the chain tension again as indicated in point 5.
Replace:
It is important to inspect the gathering chains periodically to determine the degree of elongation. When the
chain reaches 3% of elongation, it has reached the end of its life.
Note: The chains must not be used after reaching 3% elongation. If the chains are not replaced they could
break and enter inside the combine harvester. The toothed crowns could become damaged.
1. Check the chain tension as shown above.
2. Measure the distance (H) between the rear sprocket (G) and the double front one (O).
The new chains will have an approximate size (H) of 715 mm with tensioned damper spring (N), while a chain
with an elongation of 3% will have an approximate size (H) of 732 mm with damper spring (K) at end position
(J).
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DISK CHAINS

Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.
11.5.1 DISK CHAIN TENSION / REPLACEMENT
The tension of the disk chains is determined by the transverse position of the tensioner (C). The operations
described below are intended after removal of the hoods.
E
G
F

A

D
B
C

Check the tension of the chains:
1. Manually pull the chain (A) outwards, at the red arrow (G), until the gaps are eliminated.
2. Detect the distance (G) with respect to the chain guide, below the chain level.
3. The distance (G) must be in the 78 ‐ 83 mm range for correct tension.
Tension:
1. Check the chain tension as shown above.
2. Loosen the nut (B) of the tensioner (C).
3. Adjust the position of the tensioner by moving it in the direction of the yellow arrow.
4. Screw the nut (B) and check the chain tension as shown above.
Replace:
It is important to inspect the disk chains periodically to determine the degree of elongation. When the chain
reaches 3% of elongation, it has reached the end of its life.

Note: The chains must not be used after reaching 3% elongation. If the chains are not replaced they could
break and enter inside the combine harvester. The toothed crowns could become damaged.
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1. Check the chain tension as shown above.
2. Measure the distance (F) between the two internal parts of the chain.
The new chains will have an approximate size of 25 mm, while a chain with excessive loosening will have an
approximate size of 17 mm.
11.6 TRANSMISSION BOX
Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or
death.
11.6.1 TENSION OF TRANSMISSION CHAINS/REPLACEMENT
The tension of the transmission box chains is determined by the crosswise position of the tensioners. The
operations described below are intended to be carried out after removal of the oil‐bath box inspection
plugs. The three chains can be tensioned in any order because one tension is not linked to the others.

B

A

C
Check the tension of the chains:
1. Manually pull the chain first outwards and then inwards on the opposite side of the tensioner to
eliminate any slack and check how far they move sideways (A, B, C).
2. A, B and C must be within the range of 1.5 ‐ 2 cm.

Tension:
1. Check the chain tension as shown above for each of the chains.
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2. Loosen the central tensioner nut.
3. Adjust the position of the tensioner by moving it in the direction of the respective arrow.
4. Tighten the tensioner nut again and check the chain tension as shown above.
Replace:
It is important to inspect the disk chains periodically to determine the degree
of elongation. When the chain reaches 3% of elongation, it has reached the
end of its life. Without removing the chains, check that when pulling the
chain, quota “D” does not exceed 105 mm.

11.7

D

REAR GUARD

Danger: before repairing or adjusting any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off
the combine harvester, remove the key and
hang a warning sign on the operator's
platform. Failure to do so could result in
serious injury or death.

All Gold Dragos are equipped with a rear guard (A) to help
contain any material that could be rejected by the
combine harvester duct. The rear guard can be adjusted
up and down to adapt to different types of combine
harvester. The initial position of the recommended rear
guard is the fully raised one. If a rejection of material from
the duct is observed or if the material is pushed out of the
sunflower head, the guard must be lowered until the
problem is resolved.
Note: The John Deere combine harvesters require the rear
guard to be fully raised to avoid contact with the guard of
the duct opening on the combine harvester.

A

B

C

Adjustment:
1. Loosen the two flange nuts M10 (B) on the left
side and the two on the right side (not shown) of
the rear guard.
2. Move the rear guard (C) up/down in the grooves to the desired position.
3. Screw the four flange nuts M10 (B) loosened in step 1.
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LUBRICATION AND MAINTENANCE

Failure to perform the required maintenance could cause inefficiencies in use of the head with a consequent
time wasting.
The recommended maintenance intervals are to be considered in medium working conditions.
Perform more frequent maintenance when operating with the combine harvester in difficult working
conditions due to external elements, such as meteorological factors, or from the field in which harvesting is
being performed.
The operations described in this chapter can only be carried out by qualified, trained,
authorised personnel with appropriate skills and experience.
Before starting any operation wear suitable PPE.
All interventions must be performed strictly after securing the machine as described in this
manual.

Danger: before lubricating or servicing any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.

Important: for cleaning DO NOT use high pressure water jets directly on bearings or on any other
element that can give easy access to possible infiltrations. High pressure water can pass through
the seals and cause damage. Dry these areas and, after having lubricated them, operate the
equipment empty for a few minutes.
Maintenance can be divided into three types:
1. Pre‐season maintenance – this type of maintenance is carried out at the start of the season when
the sunflower head is removed from storage. This is primarily an inspection of fluid levels and a check
to make sure no damage has occurred during the downtime.
2. Maintenance in season – this type of maintenance must be performed every 100 hours of normal
use of the head. This type of maintenance must not be postponed.
3. Post‐season maintenance – this type of maintenance is carried out at the end of the season to ensure
and preserve the efficiency and good performance of the sunflower head for the following season.
Important: Failure to perform maintenance may result in poor performance and unnecessary
downtime. Follow the lubrication and maintenance times indicated in section 11 for normal
gathering conditions. Failure to follow this maintenance table may result in component failure.
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Pre‐season maintenance
Careful inspection of the sunflower head after the annual storage period will prevent any damage due to
fluid leaks or further damage incurred during storage.
1. Inspect the head to detect any loss of fluids. Replace any dripping or damaged seal.
2. Inspect the head to detect any damage that may have occurred during storage.
3. Check all fluid levels according to the Section 12 instructions.
4. Connect the head to the combine harvester and operate at low speed to make sure that all parts of
the sunflower head rotate.
Always check that the cardan protections are present, intact and that the counter‐caps have
the doors closed when properly closed.

Maintenance in season
A careful inspection before every daily operation will prevent unwanted breakage and delays in the fields.
Perform the following checks and adjustments daily before each operation:
 Periodically clean the sunflower head from dirt and debris to facilitate inspection.
 Always check that there are no oil leaks or damaged parts in the areas to be greased. Pay attention
to loose/missing parts and screw/replace if necessary.
 Lubricate the sunflower head according to the instructions in section 12 of this manual.
 Check the integrity and adequate conservation of any electrical insulation and hydraulic connections.
 Pay particular attention to the condition of the cutting disks and the stalk chopper blades, if present.
If damaged, replace them. Always replace the stalk chopper blades in pairs to maintain the correct
balance.
 Check the tightening torques of the mechanisms and tighten or replace them as required.
Danger: stop the gathering immediately if you notice damage or breakage to the mechanisms.
This is essential to prevent subsequent damage to the head and serious injury or death.

Important: placing the parts of the head in motion without introducing it during the gathering
phase can often cause vibrations or different metallic noises.
In this case check the tightness of the bolts and that there are no broken rotating or not properly
fixed elements (e.g.: not correctly inserted cardan).
Failure to perform this check may result in a breakage within the transmission box.
Post‐season maintenance
Careful inspection and maintenance of the head after gathering will prevent unwanted breakage and delays
in the fields during the following season. Perform the following checks and adjustments at the end of the
season:
 Inspect the head completely to check for damage, missing parts or loose/missing parts.
 Thoroughly clean the head to remove dirt and debris. Do not use high pressure water near the seals
as it may force debris to spill out over the seals.
 Lubricate the head according to the instructions in the tables in this manual. Always lubricate the
head after cleaning it.
 Pay particular attention to the condition of the cutting disks and the stalk chopper blades, if present.
If damaged, replace them. Always replace the stalk chopper blades in pairs to maintain the correct
balance.
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When possible, store lubricants and containers in an area protected from dust, moisture and other
contaminants. Do not store the Mobilux EP0 grease drums horizontally to prevent grease leaking from the
containers. Keep the plastic cover on all the grease drums to avoid contamination of water or dirt. Make sure
that all containers are well marked in order to identify their contents. Properly dispose of old containers and
any residual lubricants they may contain.

Important: use only original spare parts and lubricants approved and recommended by OLIMAC
SRL. Not using approved and recommended lubricants may cause downtime and will invalidate
the warranty.
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TYPES OF LUBRICANT AND CAPACITY

POSITION
Group box
Chain transmission box
Collector chains
Disk chains
Rear gear
Front gear
Disk gear
Secondary shaft bearings
Cardan shafts
Auger clutch
Stalk chopper levers
Stalk chopper gear box
Stalk chopper circuit

CAPACITY
2.5L
8L
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1.2L
10 – 30L*

LUBRICANT
Mobil SHC 634 synthetic oil
Mobil 600 XP 680
SAE 30W oil
SAE 30W oil
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobil SHC 634 synthetic oil
Mobil SHC 629 synthetic oil

* The quantity of oil varies according to the number of motors and transmission (single or double).
12.2

SPARE PARTS CODES LUBRICANTS

LUBRICANT
Mobilux EP0 grease
Mobil SHC 634 synthetic oil
Mobil SHC 634 synthetic oil
Mobil SHC 634 synthetic oil
Mobil 600 XP 680
Mobil SHC 629

Rev. 00

DIMENSION
414ml tube – 10 box
0.9L – single
Box 12 pieces
Bucket 5 gallons
0.9L – single
Drum ‐ 25L

Original instructions

SPARE PART CODE
C60001
C60002
C60002
C60002
C60004
C60005
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LUBRICANT SHEETS

PERIOD

PRE‐SEASON

EVERY 100
HOURS

POST‐SEASON

EVERY 2,500
HOURS

Rev. 00
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AREA
Group box
Collector chain tension
Disk chain tension
Chain transmission box
Oil level in stalk cutter tank
Stalk cutter transmission box
Stalk cutter transfer box
Cardan shafts
Oil level in stalk cutter tank
Heat exchanger cleaning
Chopper blades
Tension transmission box chains
Group box
Front pinion
Rear pinion
Disk pinion
Collector chain tension
Disk chain tension
Collector chains
Disk chains
Auger clutch
Chain transmission box
Secondary shaft bearings
Lifting levers and cylinder
Parallel levers
Stalk cutter transmission box
Stalk cutter transfer box
Perform 100 hours of service
Oil change and chopper circuit filter

Original instructions

CHECK
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ADJUST

LUBRICATE

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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PRE‐SEASON
Danger: before lubricating or servicing any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.
Important: do not lubricate any components of the new head. All the elements of the machine
are already filled and lubricated by the parent company in the correct quantity.

The following lubrication chart is recommended under normal working conditions.

12.4.1 PRE‐SEASON OIL CONTROL
Group boxes
Before the seasonal activities inspect the oil level in the group
boxes. Lower the head into the working position and remove the
dipstick (A) on each row. The oil must be between the minimum
and maximum marks on the dipstick (A).
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 634
Capacity: 2.5L

A

Chain transmission box
Prior to the seasonal activities inspect the oil level of the chain drive
box. Lower the head into the working position and loosen the level
cap (A). The oil must reach the level of the cap and then pour if the
latter is loosened.
Lubricant type: Mobil 600 XP 680
Capacity: 8L

A
Oil level in stalk cutter tank
Before starting any season work, check the oil level in the tank.
The correct level is at the midpoint marked on the tank indicator
when the tank is placed horizontal to the ground. If the level is
too high, oil will leak out of the top‐up‐vent cap whereas if it is
too low, it may cause foam and vibrations and component
damage as a result. If the level tends to drop during use, make
sure that there are not any oil leaks between the joints or
damaged pipes.
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 629
Circuit capacity: 10‐30L
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Stalk cutter transmission box
At the end of the season, check that the oil level of the stalk cutter
transmission box is at midpoint on the cap sight glass when the
transmission box is horizontal to the ground. Otherwise, top it up
via the vent cap on top of the transmission box.
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 634
Capacity: 1.2L

Stalk cutter transfer box (if present)
At the end of the season, check that the oil level of the stalk cutter
transfer box is at the level of the sight glass (B) when the box is
vertical to the ground. When the cap is unscrewed, oil should come
out, otherwise top it up through the vent cap (A) at the top of the
box.
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 634
Capacity: 1.4L

A

B

12.4.2 PRE‐SEASON ADJUSTMENT/INSPECTION
Tension gathering chain and disk chain
Prior to seasonal activities, inspect chain tension according to chapter 11.4.
12.5

EVERY 100 HOURS GREASE/LUBRICATION AND ADJUSTMENT

Cardan shafts
Every 100 hours of use lubricate the cardan joints (A), while for the sliding shaft (B) and the plastic guards (C)
on the cardan shaft every 50 hours of use. Make sure the sliding telescopic portion of the shaft is free to
move.
Lubricant type: Mobilux EP0 grease
Note: the cardan's guard has been removed from the first image for greater clarity.
Always check that the protections are present and intact and that the counter‐caps possibly
have doors that are properly closed.
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Oil level in stalk cutter tank
Every 100 hours of use, check the oil level in the tank as indicated
in chapter Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata..
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 629
Circuit capacity: 10‐30L

A

Heat exchanger cleaning
Every 100 hours of use, make sure that the core (A) of the heat
exchanger is not clogged. If necessary, blow air in it and remove
the protection grille (B) to access the core more easily.

B

Chopper blades
Every 100 hours of use, inspect the stalk chopper blades (A) if used,
to assess any excessive wear or damage. If there is any damage,
replace the blades, always in pairs.

A

12.6
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Danger: before lubricating or servicing any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.
Important: as totally synthetic oils are used on the head, it is not necessary to replace these fluids.
The addition of oils is only required to maintain the correct levels.

12.6.1 POST‐SEASON GREASE/LUBRICATION
Group boxes
At the end of the season, inspect the oil level in the group boxes.
Lower the head into the working position and remove the dipstick
(A) on each row. The oil must be between the minimum and
maximum marks on the dipstick (A).
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 634
Capacity: 2.5L

Rear pinion
At the end of the season, grease the sprockets of the harvesting
chain (A). Pump a little grease, 20gr is sufficient for the grease
nipple.
Lubricant type: Mobilux EP0 grease

Front pinions
At the end of the season, grease the double front pinions (B), the
cutting disk pinions (A) and the gathering chain damper springs
(C). Pump a little grease, 20gr is sufficient for the grease nipple.
Lubricant type: Mobilux EP0 grease

A

A

B

A
C
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A

Chain lubrication
Danger: never lubricate chains with the sunflower
head, components or with the combine harvester in
operation.
Important: when working in finned sunflower
conditions, do not lubricate the chains to prevent the
entry of dirt inside the chains.

B

Lubricate the gathering chains (A) and the chains of the cutting
disks (B) annually. It is advisable to turn the chains for a few
minutes before lubricating them to encourage penetration of the oil between the internal pins and the
bushings.
Lubricant type: SAE 30W engine oil
Chain transmission box
At the end of the season, inspect the oil level of the chain drive box.
Lower the head into the working position and loosen the level cap
(A). The oil must reach the level of the cap and then pour if the
latter is loosened.
Lubricant type: Mobil 600 XP 680
Capacity: 8L

A
Secondary shaft bearings
At the end of the season, grease the secondary drive shaft bearing
of the chain drive box (A) after disengaging the universal joint.
Lubricant type: Mobilux EP0 grease

A

Auger clutch
Grease the auger clutch (A) annually. If the sunflower head has only
one chain drive box, on the same side is the auger clutch. If instead
there are two transmission boxes there will also be a clutch for each
side. Pump a little grease; 30/40 g is sufficient.
Lubricant type: Mobilux EP0 grease

A
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Lifting levers and cylinder
At the end of the season, grease the lever and lifting cylinder fulcra
(A, B, C) of the stalk copper.
Lubricant type: Mobilux EP0 grease

A

C

B

Parallel levers
At the end of the season, grease the fulcra of the stalk chopper
parallel levers (A).
Lubricant type: Mobilux EP0 grease

A

Stalk cutter transmission box
At the end of the season, check that the oil level of the stalk cutter
transmission box is at midpoint on the cap sight glass when the
transmission box is horizontal to the ground. Otherwise, top it up
via the vent cap on top of the transmission box.
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 634
Capacity: 1.2L

Stalk cutter transfer box (if present)
At the end of the season, check that the oil level of the stalk cutter
transfer box is at the level of the sight glass (B) when the box is
vertical to the ground. When the cap is unscrewed, oil should come
out, otherwise top it up through the vent cap (A) at the top of the
box.
Lubricant type: Mobil SHC 634
Capacity: 1.4L
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12.6.2 ADJUSTMENT/POST SEASON INSPECTION
Annually inspect the alignment of the gathering chains and disk chains and the distance between the cutting
disks as indicated in chapter Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., and also check the blades of
the stalk chopper, if present, for any damage. If necessary, adjust the above mentioned components as
indicated in chapter 11.

12.7 OIL/STALK CHOPPER FILTER CHANGE EVERY 2,500 HOURS
Danger: before lubricating or servicing any part of the sunflower head, activate the duct safety
stop supports, the parking brake, turn off the combine harvester, remove the key and hang a
warning sign on the operator's platform. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death.
A

Every 2,500 hours of operation, change the oil of the stalk chopper.
Unscrew the outlet cap (C) and place a 30‐40L tank under it. Unscrew
the top‐up/vent cap (A), switch on the combine harvester and run the
stalk chopper for a few seconds. As soon as oil stops coming out of the
outlet cap (C), turn off the combine harvester and reinstate all the
safety devices. Remove the filter (D) and replace it. Close the cap (C)
and fill the tank via the top‐up inlet (B). Turn on the combine harvester
and run the stalk chopper, topping up the tank until the level reaches
and remains at the midpoint of the tank.

B

C
D
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LIST OF REFERENCE STANDARDS

The machine in question was built in compliance with the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.

14.

DISPOSAL

Proceed to dismantling the machine and its components according to the regulations in force and
differentiating the material appropriately.
Take the necessary precautions to avoid dispersal into the environment of the oils present in the machine as
they are highly polluting; follow the procedures according to the laws that regulate disposal.

15.

COPY DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY CE

Below is a copy of the EC declaration of conformity drawn up by the manufacturer.
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